
Wire-Less
Grill Cleaner

thegrillpaddle.ca @thegrillpaddle
Made in Canada

thegrillpaddle LARGE
(3.5” x 13.5” x 3/4” thick)

STANDARD
(2.5” x 12” x 3/4” thick)

LARGE
WITH OPENER

A safe and effective alternative
to metal bristles and a great
promotional item all in one.
100% Canadian Cedar.
Choose the Best, Choose The Grill Paddle
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$14.97/ea
$13.45/ea
$11.96/ea
$10.96/ea

$9.96/ea
$9.47/ea
$8.97/ea

$19.93/ea
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$12.28/ea
$11.55/ea

STANDARD 7 (c)
(2.5” x 12” x 3/4” thick)
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LARGE 7 (c)
(3.5” x 13.5” x 3/4” thick)

Second side or oversize logo @ $1.50/ea (c)
Spec sample - Standard $12.50 (c), Large $16.50 (c) with

vector art + $7.50 (c) if art proof is required as well.
Limit 1 per logo. 

Due to the organic nature of this product there will be slight variances in each piece
not limited to clarity and depth of logo, fit and finish, overall shape, and knot locations.

Custom Laser logo up to 1.5” x 2.5”
No Die or set up charges with vector art
Brown leatherette cord
Solid Canadian cedar
Made in Canada
2 - 6 week delivery from art approval
- Qty dependant
Rush service available
Heat seal packaging
Includes instruction card
Highly rot, mould and insect resistant
(unlike pinewood or basswood)
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Bottle Opener Opt ion on Back
Add $1.59 (c) to any cleaner.



WIRE-FREE
GRILL CLEANER

Marketingedge 2018 Top Product Winner

Strategic testing has proven that Cedar is by far the best suited wood for
The Grill Paddle.  Below is a comparison chart showing Cedar vs other
wood types that we tested during development.

Quality is everything

Why we exclusively use Premium Canadian Cedar:

After all, it was low quality imported wire BBQ brushes that inspired us to
develop The Grill Paddle in the first place.  This is why we did extensive
research and development to ensure The Grill Paddle would be superior
in every way – right from the start.

Made in Canada

Safe and Effective
Alternative to Wire
Bristles

Yes.  The Cedar Grill Paddle has proven
to effectively and safely clean all types of
BBQ Grills

No, the dangers associated with possibly
introducing mould spores to your cooking
grill makes pine or basswood a poor
alternative.

Rot Resistance Cedar is very resistant to rot.  It naturally
produces its own preservative called
tannins, making it extremely long lasting
even in harsh condition.

Pine and Basswood have no natural rot
resistance and will quickly deteriorate in
the elements. 

Mould Resistance Cedar is naturally anti microbial, and has a
very high resistance to mould and mildew.

Pine and Basswood have no antimicrobial
properties and are prone to black mould
when exposed to the elements.

Insect Resistant Cedar naturally repels insects.  So if you
store your grill paddle outside, you won’t
have to worry about an insect making a
new home.

Pine has little or no insect resistance and
is a perfect home for insect such as pine
beetles and termites.

Water Retention Cedar retains very little water and is
naturally water repellent.

Pine retains water which leads to rot and
to cracking in cold weather.

Weight Cedar is up to 25% lighter than pine. 25% heavier means higher shipping costs.

Responsibly Sourced All of our cedar is 100% Canadian
sourced through sustainable and
responsible harvesting and replanting.

Pine and Basswood are often imported from
sources that clear cut and not responsibly
or environmentally consciously harvested.

Scent Cedar has a pleasing natural aromatic scent. Pine and Basswood have little to no scent.

Maintenance and Care Cedar Paddles require very little
maintenance and can be stored outdoors,   
just like the wire brush that they replace.
Only periodic cleaning is necessary.

Pine or Basswood paddles should be 
thoroughly cleaned and dried after every
use to reduce the risk of mould.  They
should  not be kept outdoors.

Cedar - The Grill Paddle
by Logoworks Pinewood & BasswoodWhy we use Cedar 

Toxicity Cedar is not toxic and is often used in
direct contact with food such as cedar
plank salmon.

Pine and Basswood are moderately toxic.
Common reactions to dust include
Asthma, rhinitis and dermatitis.

Pinewood**Premium Canadian
Cedar** 

Premium Canadian
Cedar** 

thegrillpaddle.ca
** Images from 90 day parallel testing of Cedar vs Pinewood in a controlled outdoor environment


